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One of the principal missions of security in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is to establish credible social relationships. (e trust
management system has been proved to be an effective security solution in a connected vehicle environment. (e use of trust
management can play a significant role in achieving reliable data collection and dissemination and enhanced user security in the
Internet of Vehicles. However, due to a large number of vehicles, the limited computing power of individuals, and the highly
dynamic nature of the network, a universal and flexible architecture is required to realize the trust of vehicles in a dynamic
environment.(e existing solutions for trust management cannot be directly applied to the Internet of Vehicles. To ensure the safe
transmission of data between vehicles and overcome the problems of high communication delay and low recognition rate of
malicious nodes in the current trust management scheme, an efficient flow forwarding mechanism of the RSU close to the
controller in the Software-Defined Vehicular Network is used to establish a hierarchical hybrid trust management architecture.
(is method evaluates the dynamic trust change of vehicle behavior based on the trust between vehicles and the auxiliary trust
management of the infrastructure to the vehicle, combined with static and dynamic information and other indicators. (e
proposed trust management scheme is superior to the comparative schemes in resisting simple attacks, selective misbehavior
attacks, and time-dependent attacks under the condition of ensuring superior real-time performance. Its overall accuracy is higher
than that of the baseline scheme.

1. Introduction

Software-Defined Network (SDN) adopts the idea of sepa-
ration of control plane and data plane, and through the use
of perfect interfaces (such as the southbound interface of
OpenFlow protocol), it has played a great role in the in-
creasingly complex structure of data center and wired
network. At the same time, in the wireless and mobile
network-related fields, research on Software-Defined
Wireless Network (SDWN) [1] has also made progress.
Researchers adjust and expand the SDN and SDWN ar-
chitecture and related concepts to build Software-Defined
Vehicular Network (SDVN) to meet the exclusive charac-
teristics of VANETs (Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks) and
improve the performance of vehicle communication net-
works. Jiacheng et al. [2] pointed out that SDN is a powerful
innovative solution, which improves the dynamic

characteristics of VANET and ITS (Intelligent Transport
System) applications by encouraging the flexibility of net-
work management and the large-scale unified optimization
of abstraction. In the future, innovative development of 5G
VANET must rely on cloud computing, SDN, and fog
computing to meet the new requirements of the continuous
development and change of ITS.

As shown in Figure 1, in SDVN architecture, the control
layer uses the northbound interface (NBI) to connect with
the application layer, and the application layer implements
services such as trafficmanagement, location prediction, and
security. (e SDN controller tracks the status of the data
plane elements and programs the southbound interface
(SBI) through its predefined application to inject forwarding
rules into the data plane. (e most commonly used SBI is
OpenFlow. (e data plane consists of an upper data plane
and a lower data plane. (e upper data plane includes
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OpenFlow switches, routers, and wireless access infra-
structure, namely, roadside unit (RSU), base station (BS),
etc. (e lower data plane is composed of onboard units
(OBUs), that is, the vehicle is equipped with OBU as the
terminal user. In this structural system, the specific decisions
of the control plane can be conveyed to a single OBU, which
promotes fine-grained control, greater scalability, and
programmability.

Vehicle communication security issues have consistently
been the focus of the SDVN, including availability, au-
thenticity, confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation.
For example, if a vehicle sends a message that there is
congestion somewhere on the road, should other vehicles
consider this information to be correct and take corre-
sponding measures? To meet the above requirements, with
the help of cryptographic methods, many mechanisms have
been proposed to prevent VANETfrom security attacks. (e
management scheme based on cryptography has been ap-
plied to VANET’s message authentication [3, 4]. Although
the cryptography-based management scheme has numerous
advantages, due to the limited computing power of the OBU,
cryptography-based methods are prone to introduce ex-
cessive delays to complete all necessary checks. In addition,
the verification of messages from unknown vehicles involves
the exchange of public certificates, which results in higher
message overhead. (ese methods mainly rely on traditional
cryptography-based solutions and have not yet fully resolved
the dynamic and distributed behavior of vehicle networks. In
addition, encryption technology cannot deal with internal
attackers. It is obvious that in a VANETenvironment, it may
be extremely challenging to reduce network management
overhead, protect privacy, and implement low-latency
communication and intelligent resource management.

Compared with cryptographic methods, the solution
architecture based on the trust model (TM) is semi-
centralized or distributed. (erefore, it can work indepen-
dently of the data exchange center in the case of high-
mobility network. Trust metric is described as the confidence
coefficient that a when node performs certain operations to
another node [5]. (is operating information is based on

information about events (for instance, accidents) between
two vehicles and is exchanged through two communication
modes, namely, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) communication. In critical applications
such as hazard warnings, receiving nodes need to ensure
their authenticity and trustworthiness before responding to
received messages. Once the information is received, trust is
calculated based on various factors, including previous in-
teractions, neighbors’ suggestions, and statistics related to
the history of the event. However, since VANET involves
highly maneuverable and diverse vehicles and very frequent
topology changes, trust between adjacent vehicles is created
in a very short time interval [6]. (erefore, it is also very
challenging and difficult to calculate and evaluate trust based
on various factors within a limited time.

(e current trust management architecture mainly in-
cludes infrastructure-based shared management and vehicle
self-organization management (as shown in Figure 2). In-
frastructure-sharing trust management systems [7, 8] usu-
ally deploy vehicle trust management structures above the
infrastructure. It realizes the sharing and management of
trust information through infrastructure, and it usually
needs to set up certificate authorities (CAs) to realize vehicle
certification by satisfying a series of trust requirements,
including certification, integrity, non-repudiation, etc. (e
disadvantage of this architecture system is that CAs must be
completely credible, and in the event of malicious attacks,
they may combine with malicious vehicles to deceive honest
vehicles. In addition, the architecture must ensure that all
vehicles are within the coverage of the RSU to guarantee the
real-time transmission of trust information. In the vast rural
areas and suburbs, it is difficult to ensure that vehicles can
always meet the RSU coverage service.

Another trust management architecture is a self-orga-
nizing vehicle distributed trust management scheme [9–11].
(is scheme can realize the trust management of the vehicle
through the trust information interaction between the ve-
hicle itself and the vehicle without considering the central
authorization and certification CAs. (e advantage of self-
organizing trust management architecture is that it can
acquire trust value in a short time because the trust
knowledge it acquires comes from its own and neighbor
vehicles’ recommendations. (erefore, it can adapt to the
highly dynamic changes of the VANET architecture. Its
disadvantages are as follows. (1) Due to the dynamic in-
herent high variability of the VANET structure, similar to a
social network, it cannot completely rely on its own existing
trust to obtain accurate trust management for new requests
from existing vehicles. (2) Since the vehicle adopts a self-
organizing trust management method, it is unable to obtain
comprehensive trust information, so the trust result ob-
tained may be one-sided and sometimes even wrong.
VANET is a decentralized open system. If it does not rely on
the infrastructure, peers can join or exit the network at any
time. If the neighbor is interacting with the vehicle now,
there is no guarantee of interacting with the same vehicle in
the future.

(e main contributions of this paper are as follows.
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Figure 1: Software-Defined Vehicular Network.
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First, a hierarchical hybrid trust management system
(HHTM) is proposed, which can conduct a wide range of
trust management assessments according to the different
environments in which the vehicle is located. If the vehicle is
within the coverage area of the RSU, it performs a hybrid
trust management evaluation. If the vehicle is not within the
coverage area of the RSU, it can still perform distributed
trust management evaluation to realize the trust manage-
ment of the vehicle.

Secondly, according to the characteristics of high mo-
bility of vehicles, the subjective trust between vehicles is
calculated according to the local trust database of vehicles,
and the recommended trust between vehicles is calculated
according to the interactive information between the ve-
hicles and neighbors, to complete the calculation of the trust
metric between vehicles. (e concept of similarity is utilized
to calculate the similarity between the vehicle information in
the infrastructure trust table and the message sending ve-
hicle, and the calculation of the infrastructure trust value is
realized by combining the distance coefficient of the in-
frastructure. Meanwhile, we design algorithms to realize the
calculation of vehicle hybrid trust value.

Finally, a dynamic simulation environment is established
for extensive simulation experiment analysis, which verifies
that the robustness of the proposed scheme against node
attacks is significantly better than that of the existing
schemes.

2. Related Work

(e existing literature proposes various solutions to realize
trust management and evaluate the trustworthiness and
authenticity of the transmitted messages in VANET. A
vehicle’s trust in information can be calculated based on
various factors, including the neighbours’ opinions, the
reputation of the vehicle, and their past interactions with
communication vehicles [12]. Based on the above goals, trust
management models are roughly divided into three cate-
gories, namely, data-oriented, entity-oriented, and com-
bined trust models [13, 14].

2.1. Data-Oriented Trust Models (DTMs). In this model,
“data” are regarded as an important part of the TM, where
the trust in the message (data) is calculated based on the
opinions generated by neighboring vehicles or the historical
interactions between peers.

Raya et al. [15] proposed a DTM that uses Bayesian
Inference (BI) and Dempster–Shafer (eory (DST) to
evaluate evidence about events received from the neigh-
borhood. (e TM consists of three main stages. Firstly, the
evaluator node (EvN) accumulates reports generated by
neighboring vehicles. Secondly, EvN assigns weights to the
received reports according to the spatiotemporal charac-
teristics of the event. Finally, EvN forwards these reports to
the decision logic module and uses BI and DST for trust
calculation. (e limitation of this technology is that it cal-
culates trust based on the received data of EvN, which is
inefficient for high-mobility networks.

Gazdar et al. [16] adopted a layer-based analysis method.
(e vehicle continuously evaluates the credibility of the
received data based on its direct experience. In this TM, each
participating vehicle is evaluated for trust, and its main
purpose is to identify highly trusted vehicles and dishonest
vehicles based on the exchanged data. Each vehicle main-
tains a trust table for its neighbors. (e trust value of
messages received from trusted vehicles will increase, while
for malicious vehicles, it will decrease. Since this technology
only involves the direct experience of participating vehicles,
it is very effective in identifying malicious vehicles.

Wu et al. [17] proposed a centralized trust modeling
framework for data evaluation by taking advantage of the
RSU. On RSU, trust is calculated based on two factors: (1)
observation and (2) feedback. (e vehicle generates obser-
vation results for detected events and their credibility. (e
credibility depends on the distance to the event, the max-
imum message detection rate, and the number of sensors
that detect the event.(en, the observation results are shared
with the RSU, which updates the list of recently observed
events. RSU evaluates the credibility of the received ob-
servations by using the ant colony optimization algorithm to
perform trust calculations on the received observations.
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Figure 2: (a) Infrastructure-based trust management architecture. (b) Vehicle-based distributed trust management architecture.
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Updated trust information is distributed by RSU together
with nearby vehicles. Because this method relies too much
on infrastructure, it cannot be applied in suburban and
remote rural areas.

Gurung et al. [18] proposed an information-oriented
trust model that enables each individual vehicle to assess the
credibility of a potentially large number of messages received
in VANET without relying on any infrastructure support,
such as RSUs or central servers. (e proposed trust model
“RMCV” takes into account several factors that affect
message credibility, including message content similarity,
content conflict, and message routing path similarity. (e
RMCV scheme consists of two main parts: (1) message
classification and (2) information-oriented trust pattern.

2.2. Entity-Oriented Trust Models (ETMs). In ETM, the
credibility of the entity (vehicle) is evaluated. (is method
relies on providing recommendations from the sender to
EvN’s neighbors to identify dishonest nodes in the legitimate
vehicle pool.

Khan et al. [19] made extensive use of the cluster-based
technology and first chose the cluster head (CH), and it is
responsible for evaluating the trust in the network. In this
TM, CH implements a watchdog mechanism in which
nearby vehicles will provide reports on vehicles that behave
abnormally. If such vehicles are detected, CH will notify the
trusted authority (TA) responsible for revoking these ve-
hicles to maintain the trusted network. (e disadvantage of
this scheme is that the communication overhead caused by
the message exchange by the CH reduces the efficiency of the
entire network.

Yang [20] proposed a TM by using the similarity mining
method to calculate the trust degree. After receiving the
message from the vehicle, EvN calculates the similarity
between the received messages based on the Euclidean
distance and the trust of the sending vehicle. Since trust is
obtained by EvN using Euclidean local distance, this TM
cannot provide any global information about message
similarity.

In order to quickly and accurately distinguish malicious
or selfish nodes that spread false or fake messages
throughout the network, Mármol and Pérez [21] proposed
an infrastructure-based trust and reputation model, namely,
TRIP. (e model calculates reputation scores based on
recommendations given by other vehicles and RSU. (e
decision in this model is based on fuzzy logic and
probability.

2.3. Combined Trust Models (CTMs). CTM aggregates the
attributes of entity-oriented and data-oriented trust man-
agement schemes, where node trust is calculated based on
the trust evaluation of the received message.

Ahmed and Tepe [22] proposed a CTM whose logic-
based trust calculation is used to identify nodes that inject
false information into the network. In this TM, when
neighboring vehicles share messages, EvN can identify the
credibility of the event. Once the true event is determined,
this information is used to classify the behavior of the sender

node as legitimate or malicious. EvN calculates trust through
weighted voting and a logical trust function. (e TM can
effectively identify dishonest vehicles that spread false in-
formation. However, the main limitation of this TM is its
reliance on weighted voting, which may be biased when
dishonest vehicles are in the majority.

To enhance user privacy in the network, Chen and Wei
[23] proposed a beacon-based CTM that combines the
characteristics of ETM andDTM.(e trust level is calculated
in two steps. First, it establishes entity trust based on the
received beacon.(en, the data trust will be calculated based
on various reasonableness checks to identify and revoke
dishonest vehicles and their malicious content. (e TM is
highly dependent on the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and
the central authority for trust evaluation, and adding it to
each forwarded message will cause greater overhead.

Shrestha and Nam [24] proposed a CTM to calculate the
trust in vehicles in a completely distributed manner. First, it
evaluates the vehicle’s trustworthiness and then calculates
the trustworthiness of the information. (e model uses a
clustering algorithm to achieve trust. In this algorithm,
honest and dishonest vehicles are divided into two separate
groups to identify the credibility of neighboring nodes. Next,
the modified threshold random walk algorithm is used to
evaluate EvN’s trust in the received message. (e main
disadvantage of this scheme is that it assumes that the
distribution of dishonest nodes in the network is even. In
VANET, malicious tools are randomly distributed
throughout the network. (is assumption may be incorrect.

(e core element of the IoV is the vehicle, and trust
management is based on data interaction. (e credible data
transmission between vehicles is carried out by the vehicle as
a relay. (erefore, trust management around data and the
vehicle is inseparable.We propose a hierarchical hybrid trust
management mechanism (HHTM), which includes man-
agement of vehicle trust information shared between in-
frastructures and the management of trust information
between vehicles. Because this method not only uses the
infrastructure to share the management trust value but also
takes into account the calculation of the self-organizing
management trust value between vehicles, the flexibility of
this structure allows it to overcome the low accuracy and the
real-time problem of trust information that the vehicle may
encounter during trust management.

3. Vehicle Trust Management Model

Alioua et al. [25] pointed out that to ensure that the in-
stallation time of flow rules can meet the low-latency re-
quirements of applications for most vehicles’ safety in dense
networks like HetVNet (Heterogeneous Vehicular Net-
work), the SDN controller must be installed at the edge of
the network, the closest network location to the vehicle.
Since the RSU acts as an OpenFlow switch in some locations,
this trust solution uses the centralized and efficient flow
forwarding mechanism of the RSU and the control plane
to set the upper trust management plane at the RSU
layer. (e upper trust management plane includes trust
query, trust calculation, trust update, and blacklist upgrade
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functions (as shown in Figure 3). (e lower trust man-
agement plane depends on the trust management of the
vehicle itself, which makes full use of the characteristics of
the vehicle’s high mobility to ensure that trust information is
updated in real time.

(e main abbreviations used in this paper are sum-
marized in Table 1. (e complete hierarchical hybrid trust
management model and its calculation process are shown in
Figure 4. After vehicle i receives themessage from vehicle j, it
calculates the trust between vehicles and inquires the trust
based on the infrastructure of the vehicle respectively. (e
trust calculation between vehicles is divided into two parts:
STand RT, and the trust opinion of infrastructure is IT. After
calculating the above value, we can get the hybrid trust value
HT. Finally, the system judges whether the value meets the
evaluation criteria that have been set, so as to determine
whether the node is credible.

3.1. Inter-Vehicular Trust Calculation. (e trust between
vehicles includes subjective trust and recommendation trust.
(e subjective trust is determined by the vehicle’s existing
social knowledge to calculate the vehicle’s subjective trust
value of the vehicle that receives the interactive information,
and the recommendation trust requires the information
receiving vehicle (EvN) to calculate the vehicle recom-
mendation trust based on the interactive information from
the message sending vehicle.

3.1.1. Inter-Vehicular Subjective Trust (ST). (e subjective
trust model is concentrated on the social relationship be-
tween vehicles. (e EvN calculates the trust value of the
vehicle network by applying existing trust rules created
based on social relationships. To quantify this social rela-
tionship, the following two main social indicators are used.

(1) Inter-Vehicular Subjective Trust Weight (STW). Existing
vehicle information mainly communicates to cloud services
and RSUs. Since the transmission distance of the vehicle is
identified, we believe that the EvN has low credibility for
receiving messages sent from vehicles over a long distance
crossing multiple RSU coverage. (e distance between ve-
hicles can be used to intuitively determine the weight of the
subjective credibility of vehicles. We use DISij to denote the
Euclidean distance between node i and node j and utilize
COVRSU to denote the coverage radius of RSU. We define
the subjective trust weight (STW) of a vehicle based on the
distance between vehicles as follows:

STW �

1, if 0<DISij ≤ 2COVRSU,

0.75, if 2COVRSU <DISij ≤ 3COVRSU,

0.5, if 3COVRSU <DISij ≤ 4COVRSU,

0.25, if DISij > 4COVRSU.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

(2) Original Trust of Vehicle (OTV). In the decentralized trust
system, each vehicle stores a local trust database (LTD),
which records the trust information generated by the

original vehicle interaction data. It also contains legitimate
and illegitimate interaction information generated by vehicle
interaction. First, we define LEGij to represent the number of
legitimate interaction messages from vehicle j that vehicle i
has received and MALij to represent the number of ille-
gitimate interactionmessages from vehicle j that vehicle i has
received. (en, the original trust of the vehicle OTVij can be
expressed as follows:

OTVij �
LEGij

LEGij + MALij

∗ 1 −
1

LEGij + 1
 . (2)

(e subjective trust of a vehicle is a trust association
established on a social basis. After the vehicle receives the
sender’s information, it first queries whether the trust in-
formation of the sending vehicle exists in the LTD. If it

Upper trust management plane

Trust query Trust 
calculation

Trust update Blacklist 
update

Figure 3: Upper trust management plane.

Table 1: Abbreviations.

Abbreviation Description
RSU Roadside unit
BS Base station
OBU Onboard unit
TM Trust model
CA Certificate authority
DTM Data-oriented trust model
ETM Entity-oriented trust model
CTM Combined trust model
EvN Evaluator node (information receiving vehicle)
ST Inter-vehicular subjective trust
STW Subjective trust weight
OTV Original trust of vehicle
RT Inter-vehicular recommendation trust
RW Role-based trust weight
NT Neighbor trust
SP Trust opinion of neighbors
DC Distance coefficient of RSU
simj

i Similarity between node i and node j
IT Infrastructure trust
HT Hybrid trust
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exists, it directly calculates the OTV. If it does not exist, then
assign an initial value OTVini to it and update this value as
the original trust in the vehicle trust table.

(3) Subjective Trust Calculation. (e subjective trust of the
vehicle can be obtained by multiplying the STW of the
vehicle with the OTV:

ST � STW∗OTVij. (3)

3.1.2. Inter-Vehicular Recommendation Trust (RT). Due to
the high mobility of VANET, the two vehicles cannot
always maintain direct communication. (erefore, the
trust between the vehicles must be obtained indirectly by
relying on the cognition of the data and information of
other neighboring vehicles. If the vehicle has never
interacted with the information sending vehicle before,
then the trust suggestions received by the vehicle from
other neighboring vehicles will become the only evalu-
ating variable for evaluating the trust value of the in-
formation sending vehicle.

(1) Role-Based Trust Weight (RW). According to the different
social attributes of the vehicle, the trust basis of the vehicle is
also different. Based on the social role to which the vehicle
belongs, we divide the role of vehicle (RV) as follows:

RW1: authoritative vehicles, such as law enforcement
department, prisons, police, and so on.
RW2: vehicles of specific companies, such as TV sta-
tions, newspapers, banks, and so on.
RW3: local vehicles familiar with traffic conditions,
such as freight drivers on fixed routes, commuters, taxi
drivers, and so on.
RW4: ordinary roles (all roles except the above three
roles).

Assign the corresponding trust weight to each role type:

RW �

1, if RVi ∈ RW1,

0.9, if RVi ∈ RW2,

0.8, if RVi ∈ RW3,

0.7, if RVi ∈ RW4.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

(2) Neighbor Trust Calculation (NT). (e trustworthiness of
the neighbor depends on the trust opinions of the neigh-
boring vehicles of vehicle i on vehicle j. Define the trust-
worthiness of the neighbor of vehicle i to vehicle j as follows:

NTij � 

∀k ∈ Neigh(i)

N

OTVik ∗ SPkj 
1/2⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦

1/N

. (5)

(e trustworthiness calculation of neighbor j includes
the trust score of vehicle j by vehicle k in the one-hop
neighbor node set Neigh (i). Among them, OTVik is the
original trust of vehicle k in vehicle i, and SPkj is the indirect
score of vehicle k on vehicle j.(e following describes how to
obtain the recommender j’s score.

(3) Trust Opinion of Neighbors (SP). For the EvN, the more
the neighbor nodes receive the message of vehicle j, the
higher the credibility of the message. At the same time, the
packet delivery rate reflects the reliability of information
transmission, so a high delivery rate can also enhance the
trust of the EvN to the information sending vehicle.
(erefore, we should increase the trust score for vehicles that
meet the conditions and reduce the trust score for vehicles
that do not meet the conditions. SPij consists of two parts:
the proportion of the number of vehicles in the neighboring
vehicles that received messages of vehicle j and the packet
delivery rate of the message sending vehicle to the neigh-
boring vehicles. Use ROVij to denote the proportion of the
number of the neighbor vehicle set Neigh (i) receiving ve-
hicle j’s messages. If it is greater than or equal to the
threshold ROVthre, increase the reward factor λ; otherwise,

Message received at vehicle 
i from vehicle j

Compute inter-
vehicular trust

Compute inter-
vehicular 

recommendation trust

Compute inter-
vehicular trust

Compute 
infrastructure trust 

opinion IT

Whether vehicle 
i is under RSU’s 

coverage 

Infrastructure trust
IT=0

Compute inter-
vehicular subjective 

trust

Role based trust weight

Neighbor trust

No

Subjective trust weight

Original trust of vehicle

RSU distance coefficient

Similarity of trust vector

Yes

Compute 
Hybrid trust HT

Whether satisfy the
Evaluation criteria 

Trusted node

Dishonest node

Yes

No

Broadcast update 
information 

Figure 4: Hierarchical hybrid trust management model.
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subtract the penalty factor μ. QODij represents the packet
delivery rate to node i during the packet transmission
process of node j. If it is greater than or equal to the delivery
rate threshold QODthre, the reward factor λ is increased;
otherwise, the penalty factor μ is subtracted. It can be seen
that the range of ROVij and QODij is from 0 to 1. (e
definition of SPij is as follows:

SPij �
1
2
∗
ROVij ∗QODij

ROVij + QODij

. (6)

(4) Recommendation Trust Calculation. We can get inter-
vehicular recommendation trust as follows:

RT � RW∗NTij. (7)

We use Algorithm 1 to calculate the trust value between
vehicles.

3.2. Calculation of the Infrastructure Trust Opinion

3.2.1. Distance Coefficient of RSU (DC). (e trust man-
agement mechanism of the RSU has higher requirements for
the time delay.(e closer the RSU to the vehicle that sent the
original message, the more detailed the vehicle message that
can be obtained.(erefore, the distance between the sending
vehicle and the RSU for trust management has also become
an important criterion. (e distance coefficient (DC) is
expressed as follows:

DCij �


|R|
r�1 DISrj − DISij


|R|
r�1 DISrj

, (8)

where R represents the set of RSUs that received the original
message of sending vehicle j. It can be seen that the closer the
estimated RSU is to the sending vehicle, the greater the DC
of the RSU to vehicle j is.

3.2.2. Similarity Calculation. To improve the trustworthi-
ness accuracy of the infrastructure to the message sending
vehicle, the concept of similarity metrics is used to measure
the trust measurement opinion of the RSU to the vehicle
[26]. Reference [27] uses cosine-based similarity to judge the
similarity of two vectors. (e cosine similarity or cosine
metric calculates the similarity between two vectors in the
inner product space by determining the cosine of the angle
between them. (is index is widely used for information
retrieval and text mining [28]. Each trust level can be
regarded as a vector in a k-dimensional space. If the node
does not evaluate other nodes, the default rating is used. We
define the similarity measure as simj

i . Assuming it is an n-
dimensional normalized vector, we express the similarity as
follows:

simj
i �


n
k�1 TV

i
k ∗TV

j

k�����������


n
k�1 TVi

k 
2



∗
�����������


n
k�1 TVj

k 
2

 , (9)

where TVi
k and TVj

k represent the kth dimension of the
normalized vector of node i and node j, respectively. Since
the value of this vector cannot be negative, the similarity
value range is between 0 (dissimilar) and 1 (completely
similar). After the infrastructure receives the similarity
calculation instruction, it will calculate the similarity of the
interest preferences of the vehicle j that sends the message
and the vehicle i in the trust table of the infrastructure. (e
greater the similarity value is, the closer the interest pref-
erences are between them and the more likely it is to be
accepted as a trusted node.

3.2.3. Infrastructure Trust Value (IT). (e trust value
management of ITcan be realized between the infrastructure
RSUs, and the trust upgrade information about the upper
trust management plane can be updated synchronously. By
combining the RSU distance coefficient and the similarity
between the computing nodes, the trust calculation of the
infrastructure for the vehicle can be expressed by the fol-
lowing formula:

IT � DCij ∗ sim
j
i . (10)

3.3. Hybrid Trust Calculation (HT). In VANET, the ultimate
global hybrid trust calculation should include the trust
between vehicles and the trust between vehicles and infra-
structure. Owing to the complementary role of infrastruc-
ture in trust management, trust between vehicles is more
important than trust in infrastructure. (erefore, if n is used
to represent the number of vehicle interactions and 1/(n+ 1)
is used as the adjustment factor, it can ensure that the trust
between vehicles gets more weight. (en, the hybrid trust
can be obtained by the following formula:

HT � 1 −
1

n + 1
 ∗

�������
ST∗RT

√
  +

1
n + 1
∗ IT . (11)

We use Algorithm 2 to represent the complete vehicle
hybrid trust calculation process.

4. Simulation and Performance

To test the performance of the proposed scheme, in this
section, we first introduce the relevant attack models and
explain the tools and parameter settings used in the simu-
lation environment. Secondly, we define evaluation indi-
cators to evaluate the accuracy of HHTM, and finally, we
carry out the comparative analysis of experimental results
under different schemes.

4.1. Attack Models. (e trust management model is mainly
to spread trustworthy information in the IoV, so this paper
mainly notes the following malicious attacker model to
evaluate the performance of HHTM.

4.1.1. Simple Attacks (SAs). (e attacker acts as a receiver
where messages are deliberately discarded or delayed,
thereby preventing legitimate vehicles from receiving safety
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messages promptly. Due to the sensitive nature of the
messages involved in the IoV, discarding safety messages can
make a huge impact on the network. (e attacker may use

selfish behavior to manipulate the infected node so that it
will not follow normal network protocol and provide nec-
essary services for other nodes. For example, they will not

Input LTD, OTV, vehicle ID, ROVij, QODij
Output ST, RT
if vehicle i receives interactive information from vehicle j then
Calculate the distance between nodes and obtain the STW value according to equation (1)
Check the local trust database (LTD) of vehicle i
if IDj ∈ LTDi then
Search OTVij

else
Take OTVini as the OTV value of vehicle i to vehicle j

end if
Upgrade the OTV information of vehicle i
Calculate the ST of vehicle j using equation (3)
if ROVij≥ROVthre then
ROVij⟵ROVij+ λ

else
ROVij⟵ROVij − μ
if QODij≥QODthre then

QODij⟵QODij+ λ
else
QODij⟵QODij − μ

end if
end if
Use equation (6) to calculate the trust score SP between vehicles
Calculate the value of NT according to the value of SPij using equation (5)
Determine the role type of vehicle j and use equation (4) to find RW
Use equation (7) to calculate the RT of vehicle i to vehicle j

end if

ALGORITHM 1: Inter-vehicular trust calculation.

Input DIS, TV, HTthre
Output HT
if vehicle i receives interactive information from vehicle j then
Use Algorithm 1 to solve the ST and RT of the vehicle
if Vehicle i is within the coverage of RSU then
Calculate DCij using equation (8)
Calculate simj

i using equation (9)
Calculate IT using equation (10)

else
IT� 0

end if
Calculate HT using equation (11)

end if
if HT≥HTthre then

Confirm that vehicle j is a trusted vehicle
Continue to receive interactive information from vehicle j

else
Confirm that vehicle j is a dishonest vehicle
Discard the interaction request information of the vehicle

end if
Upgrade the trust management information of vehicle j in the LTD of vehicle i
Broadcast the trust management upgrade information of vehicle i

ALGORITHM 2: Hybrid trust calculation.
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forward data packets or spread route discovery requests.
However, when the node is requested about the credibility of
other nodes, it will not provide any false trust opinions.

4.1.2. Selective Misbehavior Attacks (SMAs). In this attack,
malicious nodes provide false information to some nodes
while providing normal information to other nodes. Attackers
have inconsistent behavior patterns for different nodes, which
will make the trust management between different nodes
inconsistent and increase the difficulty of detection.

4.1.3. Time-Dependent Attacks (TDAs) [29]. Attackers use
random patterns in the network to produce intelligent be-
havior. (e attacker will initially act as a legitimate node in a
short period to obtain the trust of vehicles in the network.
(e attacker can only start malicious behavior after gaining
the trust of other vehicles and being a part of the legitimate
network. In the attack mode, the attacker will share false
messages and ratings with neighboring vehicles.

4.2. Simulation Setup. To facilitate the simulation, we used
Veins [30], an open source platform widely used in vehicle
network simulation. Veins is constructed by two main-
stream simulators: traffic simulator SUMO [31] and discrete-
time simulator OMNET++ [32]. (rough the traffic control
interface, events triggered by OMNET++ can deliver re-
sponse instructions to SUMO to change vehicle paths and
other information. We select part of the real road network in
Zhengzhou City, Henan Province (as shown in Figure 5), as
the simulated road network, with a topological area of
3 km× 3 km, and use SUMO to construct the initial road
network (as shown in Figure 6).We randomly place 10 RSUs
in the road network, and all vehicles are equipped with
wireless communication standard protocol IEEE 802.11p.
(e system deploys one controller, and the infrastructure is
connected to the controller through an Ethernet interface.

To ensure the reliability of the experimental results, 30
random experimental seeds have been carried out for each
experimental scene and the average value has been taken.
Table 2 provides details on the parameters used in the ex-
perimental environment. Since we believe that credibility is
difficult to establish and easy to be destroyed, we set μ� 10λ.
To avoid the cold start problem [33], we set both HTthre and
OTVini to 0.5.(e probabilities of malicious behaviors of the
three malicious node attacks are all set to 0.5.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics. Since the weighted voting method
has been widely used in many previous wireless network
trust management schemes [15, 34], we use the weighted
voting method as a baseline method when evaluating the
performance of the HHTM scheme.

We utilize the following three parameters to evaluate the
accuracy of the HHTM scheme: precision (P) and recall (R),
which are widely used in machine learning and information
retrieval to evaluate accuracy [35]. In this paper, we use both
P and R to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed scheme for
identifying dishonest nodes in VANET. F-score (F) is the

weighted average of P and R values, used to reflect the overall
accuracy of the trust management model. (e parameters
are defined as follows:

P �
number of trulymalicious nodes caught
total number of dishonest nodes caught

,

R �
number of trulymalicious nodes caught
total number of truly malicious nodes

,

F �
2∗P∗R

P + R
.

(12)

4.4. Result Analysis. As shown in Figure 7(a), the precision
values of HHTM at different number of nodes are higher
than those of the baseline method. As the node density
continues to increase, its value exceeds by 90%. (is is
because when the total number of honest nodes increases,
the trust evaluation node is more likely to receive real data
from other nodes. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show that the
HHTM scheme is also superior to the baseline method in
terms of recall value and F-score value. Similarly, when the
node density is high, the value exceeds by 90%.

Figure 8 shows the changes of P and R values during SA.
When the number of malicious nodes is small, the precision
and recall of the two schemes are better. As the number of
malicious nodes increases, the P and R values of the two
schemes have both declined to a certain extent. It can be seen
that the difference between the two schemes is not obvious.
(is is because SAs only maliciously discard or delay in-
formation and do not spread false trust opinions, so they are
less destructive than other attacks.

Figure 9 shows the changes of P and R values during
SMA. It can be seen that the P and R values of the baseline
method are significantly lower than those of HHMT. When
the number of malicious nodes reaches 40%, the P and R
values of HHMTare 12.7% and 11% higher than those of the
baseline method, respectively. (is is because the baseline
method relies on weighted voting, so the recognition of
nodes with inconsistent trust management is reduced.

Figure 10 indicates the changes of P and R values during
TDA. Because the attacker uses intelligent behavior to
initiate attacks intermittently, the values of P and R of
HHTM are lower than those of the above two attacks.
However, opposed to the baseline method, HHTM still
shows good response capabilities due to the adoption of a
hierarchical trust management strategy. When the number
of malicious nodes reaches 40%, the P and R values of
HHTM are 13.8% and 12.2% higher than those of the
baseline method, respectively.

For different levels of security incidents, the trust
threshold requirements are also different, such as setting a
higher threshold for the determination of road traffic ac-
cidents to ensure the reliability of the event. We compare the
detection rate and F-score value of the HHTM scheme with
EBT [36] and AATMS [37] when the threshold is different to
confirm the performance difference between the different
schemes.
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It can be seen from Figure 11 that the higher the trust
threshold, the lower the detection rate. (e proposed trust
management scheme is superior to the comparison scheme

in terms of detection rate. When the trust threshold is set to
0.9, the detection rate of HHTM is still above 20%. It can be
seen from Figure 12 that with the increase of the trust

Figure 5: Extracted city map.

Figure 6: Initial road network model.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Simulation area (km× km) 3× 3
Simulation time (sec) 800
Number of vehicles 25, 50, 100, 200
Location of vehicles Random
Num. of attackers (%) 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
ROVthre 0.5
QODthre 0.5
HTthre 0.5
OTVini 0.5
Reward factor λ 0.01
Penalty factor μ 0.1
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Figure 7: (a) Precision at different number of nodes. (b) Recall at different number of nodes. (c) F-score at different number of nodes.
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threshold, the F-score decreases continuously. When the
trust threshold reaches 0.8, the F-score of all schemes de-
creases significantly. At the same time, the F-score of the
proposed scheme is always better than that of the contrast
schemes.

Figure 13 shows the impact of the delay on the trust
management scheme under the three types of attacks. It can
be observed that in the SA, the end-to-end delay of the three
schemes is not much different. In the SMA, with the increase
of malicious nodes, the delays of the three schemes are
comparable. When the number of malicious nodes is 50%,

the delay of HHTM is reduced by 38.6% and 25.2% com-
pared with EBC and AATMS, respectively. In the TDA,
when the number of malicious nodes exceeds 30%, the delay
of EBC increases significantly. It shows that this scheme has
no advantage in dealing with TDAs. In the three attack
modes, the delay of HHTM is better than that of the
comparison schemes.

In summary, compared with other solutions, HHTM has
achieved better results in resisting the attacks of the three
models and can better deal with a higher proportion of
malicious nodes.
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Figure 8: (a) P value during SA. (b) R value during SA.
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Figure 9: (a) P value during SMA. (b) R value during SMA.
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Figure 10: (a) P value during TDA. (b) R value during TDA.
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5. Conclusions

In VANET, a safe and attack-free environment is essential
for the transmission of trusted messages between the vehicle
and the infrastructure. However, because VANET involves a
variety of different application environments, it is a very
challenging task to ensure the trust foundation in each
environment when an attacker penetrates the network and
pollutes the network with fake information. A robust TM
architecture should be established to achieve vehicle and
message verification.

In this article, with the help of SDVN’s fast flow for-
warding mechanism, a trust management scheme named
HHTM is proposed to evaluate the credibility of vehicles and
traffic data in VANET. In the HHTM scheme, the trust-
worthiness of the EvN is modeled and evaluated as two
independent indicators, namely, the trust between vehicles
and the trust between nodes and infrastructure. Among
them, it focuses on the use of the inter-vehicular trust to
evaluate whether the received node data are credible and to
what extent. On the other hand, we use the node-infra-
structure trust to strengthen the trust of vehicles sending
data in VANET. Extensive experiments are carried out to
verify the robustness of the proposed trust management
scheme. (e experiment results show that compared with
the comparative schemes, the proposed HHTM scheme can
accurately assess the credibility of nodes and data in VANET
and deal with various malicious attacks.

Based on the realization of the trust management of the
Internet of Vehicles, in order to strengthen the data
transmission security of the Internet of Vehicles, future work
should be aimed at establishing security mechanism for
vehicular data sharing. At the same time, the fine-grained
access control of the Internet of Vehicles is also a direction
worth studying.
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